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Employers, college guides and international business school deans have given DePaul University’s business programs high marks in recent rankings.

## Diverse Graduates

- #6 Master's Degree in Finance
- #17 Bachelor's Degree in Finance
- #14 Bachelor's Degree in Marketing

Source: Diverse: Issues in Higher Education’s national “Top 100 Minority Degree Producers 2014.”

## International Recognition

- #6 Excellent Business Schools Category, American Universities
- TOP 50 Rankings for 11 DePaul Graduate Business Degrees, Among U.S. Programs

Source: International survey of 1,000 business school deans conducted by Eduniversal.

## Respected Accountancy Degrees

- #2 Master of Science in Taxation Degree
- #3 Master of Science in Accountancy Degree
- #6 Undergraduate Accounting Program
